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Welcome:



Session Overview

1. Academic writing skills gap: background and context
2. Critical writing perspectives
3. Student skills development
4. Learning Services support offer



Academic 
Writing Skills 

Gap



Writing attainment gap research
• Students wanted more explanation of 

academic expectations.
• Students experienced anxiety when 

teaching style and learning environment 
was different from what they were used to 
(Turner, 2006).

• Different cultural expectations of what is a 
good essay.

• BAME students had barriers to asking for 
support.

"The way in which essay titles 
and exams questions were 
written acted as a barrier 

to those students who were less 
familiar with a specific style of 

writing"
(Stevenson, 2012 p.14).



Writing attainment gap research

• It may take some students longer to read written text and 
understand instructions, for example international students 
(Valiente, 2008) and students with specific learning differences

• Students with specific learning differences had lower levels of 
academic confidence than their peers (Sumner, Crane and 
Hill, 2020)



Students' beliefs

• Bloomer and Hodkinson (2001) came 
up with the concept of 
learning careers

• Students carry internalised beliefs 
about themselves as learners

• These are situated in their current and 
past experiences of learning. 
However, they are not fixed and 
develop through their time studying

"In many cases, we will achieve 
more from our students if we 

address head on how 
they perceive themselves as 
learners, and invite them to 

consider whether this assists 
or inhibits their current 

learning."
(Cottrell, 2001)



I'm not very academic

My English isn't very 
good

I didn't do well in 
English at school

I'm dyslexic so I find 
it hard to write 
anything at all

I'm more of a practical 
person

I can't write 
essays



Critical 
Writing



Activity: What do you mean by critical 
writing?

• What does critical writing mean in 
your discipline?

• What does critical writing look like in 
your assignments?

Write your ideas on 
a post-it note

Remember to 
include your 
subject area



What do students think we mean by 
critical writing?

I must find fault 
with the literature

I am not allowed 
to give my own 

opinion

I must reference 
every ideaThe authors are experts 

on the topic – who am I 
to critique their ideas



Activity: Student Skills Audit

• Where are your students' starting points?
• What route have they taken to get to HE
• What academic skills do they already have?



Activity: Student Skills Audit

• What academic skills will they need to be 
successful on the programme?



What do students need to be able to 
do to write well ?
• Understand what is expected from their writing (and how this is similar or 

different to their previous studies).
• Understand what is good evidence in their subject
• Paraphrasing and summarising sources
• Able to critically analyse sources
• Able to reference in appropriate style
• Understand what is an appropriate writing style for that subject
• Know how to structure an assignment
• Have good grammar
• Meet deadlines



Student 
Skills 

Development



Teaching strategies

• Embed support and teach writing in your subject context
• Reading is a part of writing
• Teach students how to paraphrase and summarise sources
• Highlight good examples of writing in your subject
• Make your expectations explicit. Should you write in the first 

person or the third person?
• Contextualise study skills in relation to assignments
• Help students see the transferability of their previous study



Using feedback

• Help students actively use feedback
• Do students know why they have done well so they 

can do it again?
• Recognise the transferability of skills between different 

types of assignments



Feedback - feedforward

• Do students understand what
their feedback means?

• Do they understand what they 
need to do to develop?

• Do they know how to develop?

More criticality 
needed More criticality 

needed – what is 
the evidence 
saying? Who 
agrees? Who 

disagrees? Where 
does this leave us?

More criticality needed –
what is the 

evidence saying? 
Who agrees? 

Who disagrees? 
Where does this leave 

us? Further support 
available 

at: https://library.dmu.ac.
uk/CLASSResources/CT

https://library.dmu.ac.uk/CLASSResources/CT




Embed support and teach writing in 
your subject context
Making links between skill development and learning outcomes

Learning Outcome:

• To be able to write a 
critical review of a 
piece of academic 
writing thereby 
demonstrating 
engagement with the 
module essential 
reading.

Assessment:

"A critical review of a 
piece of academic 
writing"

Week 1 Week 3 Week 5 Week 7

Bitesize video: 
Information
Searching

Critical Thinking 
Toolkit embedded 

into Blackboard

In-curriculum 
session critiquing 
a journal article

Assignment 
submission



Learning 
Services 
Support



Provide models and writing guidance
• Highlight good examples of 

writing in your subject
• Make your expectations explicit. 

Should you write in the first 
person or the third person?

• Contextualise study skills in 
relation to assignments

• Help students see the 
transferability of their 
previous study

Resources on library website Skills & Assignments
Base Camp available on Blackboard
Self Assessment exercise completed by all first year students
Bitesize videos

https://library.dmu.ac.uk/ineedhelpwith
https://library.dmu.ac.uk/Base_Camp
https://library.dmu.ac.uk/class/e-SAE
https://library.dmu.ac.uk/class/bitesize
https://library.dmu.ac.uk/DMU


Contextualised Resources

• Bespoke online course and quiz 
developed for students in BAL

• Case studies in the quiz 
represents real scenarios which 
have occurred around good 
academic practice 

• Resource embedded in their 
Blackboard shell



In-curriculum support from Learning 
Services

• In-curriculum teaching
• Booster day conferences
• Faculty-specific drop-in
• Co-run drop-ins



Requesting Learning Services Support

https://library.dmu.ac.uk/staffpages


Takeaway menu



Questions ?
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